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A bstract —— 0ne ofthe m al n drawbacks offractal im - 

age coding (FIc)is its time-consuming encoding process． 
So how to speed up the encoding process is a challenging 

issue of FIC research． As both sequential solutions and 

parallel ones have their advantages and disadvantages，we 

com bine them  together to further speed up the encoding 

phase．In this paper a deriva tive tree topology is first pro- 

posed to provide support for com plex par al lelism ． Then 

a dual—clas sification technique is designed fo r speeding up 

the fractal image coding with Same-Sized Block M apping， 

w hich im proves the decoded im age qualit~ Final ly,som e 

experim ental  results with good perform ance ar e presented． 

Key words～ Fractal image coding(FIC)，Parallel im- 

age processing，Tree topology ． 

I．Introduction 

FIC，which is based on the theory of contractive transfor- 

mations，can find its origin from the papers of M ．F．Barnsley 

and A．E．Jac quintl，引．It has generated more interests in image 

compression community since Y．Fisher’s outstanding work【 ． 

Compared with other mature or newly developed compression 

techniques，FIC has its particular advantages，such as high 

compression ratio，resolution independence，etc．However，it 

is primarily placed in the clas s of archival coding algorithms 

due to its computationally expensive encoding algorithm．Af- 

ter original image to be compressed is divided by different 

ways，resulting in two sets of pixel blocks，range blocks and 

domain blocks，the exhaustive search must be made on the 

domain pool to find out the best matched domain an d affine 

transform for each range block． So if the image has × n 

pixels，the computational complexity is about O(na)，while its 

decoding procedure is much simpler，on the order of O(n ) 
Therefore，it becomes a big problem to speed up the encoding 

step． 

All the speed ing solutions can be clas sified into two types： 

sequential ones an d parallel ones． The sequential ones，aim- 

ing at decreasing the encoding complexity,is a flexible an d 

economical way．Now several techniques，such as classification 

and feature vector methods，have been proposed and exten- 

sively studied[3,5,6】
．
Unfortunately,in all these methods，the 

performan ce degrad ation is inevitable due to the decrease of 

potential domalns ．In ad dition，they are still not practical for 

real-time applications  on most sequential mac hines． 

The parallel ones， which distribute the encoding task 

among a certain number of processor elements(PEs)，can 
achieve better performan ce．So far ，there has been much work 

on implementing FIC with diverse parallel systems： SIMD 

(single instruction，multiple data)arrays，MIMD (multiple 
instruction，multiple data)architectures and ASIC(applica． 

tion specific integrated circuit)machines． Corresponding al- 
gorithms have been proposed【 一“J．Generally speaking．par- 

allel processing is an effective but costly way ；moreover，the 

encoding complexity remains unchan ged in these solutions ． 

In order to further speed up the encoding phase，we com- 

bine the seq uential approac h together with the parallel one in 

our  study． W hile improving conventional schemes to reduce 

the computation complexity,we seek for the scalable par allel 

structur es，application specific or not． Then these improved 

methods can be applied into parallel systems ．So far ，we have 

introduced  a dual-clas sification technique into FIC with Same- 

Sized Block Mapping，a newly proposed im provement on con- 

ventional fi actal methods，and devised the parallel algorithm 

correspondingly on MIMD system with a derivative tree  topoi- 

ogy．Our  solution makes frac tal coding more suitable for real- 

time application an d for the compression of lar ge im ages where 

single speedup technique does not offer enough efficiency． 

The rest of this paper is organ ized  as follows：Section II 

proposes an efficient topology for MIMD parallel systems ．Its 

computational complexity is also analyzed． Section III pro- 

poses some im provements on conventional fractal methods． 

The experimental results an d conclusion ar e given respectively 

jn Section IV and Section V． 

II．Proposed Tree Topology for 

M IM D Systems 

W _e choose transputer．a typical multi-processor building 

block produced by the INMoS division of SGS-Thomson．as 

the basic processing element in our studies．A transputer net— 

work is a MIMD mac hine becaus e it is built with separately 

programmable general-pur pose processors connected  through 

fast interconn ection links． 
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Fig．1_(n)Ring topology,(b)Hypercube topology,(c)Mesh topology, 

(d)Torus topology 

PEs can be configured in a variety of topologies so long as 

the incoming and outgoing connections to each processor do 

not exceed the number of links． Some popular topologies of 

transputer are ring，mesh，torus，and hypercube，as shown in 

F ．1． 

The topology used in our study is derived from standard 

pyramid structur e[13J
． a particular parallel computing topoi— 

ogy,which can find its origin from multi-resolnt ion imag e pro- 

ceasing and wide appliance in computer vision．Fig．2(a)shows 
the overview of pyramid structure．It is a multiple-layer mode1． 

and eac h small square represents a PE in eac h layer．The con- 

nection relationship among PEs is given in Fig．2(6)，where each 
PE has four descendants D in the lower layer，one ancestor A 

intheupperlayer。fourbrothersw ，N，E，s inthe samelayer． 

However．such pyram id structur e is unsuitable for FIC．The 

reason lies in two fac ts：a waste of communication resour ces 

and an increase in communication bur den． Firstly,there is 

no necessity for interconnection among peer PEs，only if the 

method is subtly designed．Sec ondly,as each ancestor is lim- 

Red to connect four  descendants，more PEs must be arranged 

in too many layers，which inevitably increases communication 

burden． 

To meet the need of FIC．we disconnect PEs within the 

same layers and use all links to commun icate with one ancestor 

and many descendants．In this way,eac h PE’s commun ication 

capac ityisfully exploitedinavery compac tfas hion．W e callit 

as tree topology,which is jnst like a tree growing downwards， 

composed of root，branches and treetop．As shown in Fig．(3)， 
this topology  takes on multiple-layer architec ture outside an d 

master／slave structure inside．From the function point of view， 
within one layer．eac h processor can receive task from its mas- 

ter processor(ancestor in the upper layer)and subsequently 
allocate partial task to its slave processors fdescendants in the 

lower layer)．Based on the above design，a d-layer tree can sup- 
d一1 

port up t。n=∑(。一1) pr。cess。rs1 where。is the number 
i=0 

of links for selected processor． 

Fig．3．Treetopology  

Fig．2．(n)The overview of pyramid structure， 

(b)The connection relationship in pyramid 

To evaluate these topologies，let’s take the time cost into 

cons ideration．For a par allel structur e with n processors．the 

computational complexity mainly cons ists of two psxts：tas k 

allocation an d execution． On an ideal condition，when the 

encoding work is evenly partitioned  into n parts，time cos t 

can be coun ted  as the ratio of total data volume to average 

network bandwidth．plus 1／n of the execution tim e un der se- 
quentialmethod．Besides．theformercan reach a nK口(imm if 

all assignments ar e transm itted  through the whole diameter， 

which is known as the maximum  distan ce in terms of num ber 

of links between the entrance processor(processor connected 
to the host machine)an d an y other proce~ors in the network． 

That is： 

下≈ + 旦 < +旦  下≈百 + s—Bm— + 

⋯  + + ㈣ 

where is total data volum e(bits)，including input and 
output，B an d is average an d minimum ban dwidth of 

the network(bps)， is computation volum e of the sequen- 
tial method，C is computation capacity of a single processor 

(flops)，R is I／0 throughput for a processor(bp6)and d is 
diam eter of a topology．From Eq．(1)we know that encoding 
tim e下isapproximatelyproportional todiam eterdonthe con- 

ditionoffixed nprocessors，so suchtopology wi ththe smallest 

diam eter tends to achieve the best performance．Referring to 

Re f．[12]，Fig．4 gives the performance comparison of the five 
topologies，among which tree topology is the mos t scalable 

an d effec tive due to its smallest diam eter． Thus it can pro- 

vide support for complex parallelism easily by alterable sys- 

tem confi guration an d controllable assignment，an d then it is 

more suitablefor such computationallyintens iveworkas FIC． 

III．Im proved FIC with Same-Sized 

Block M apping 

In conventiohal FIC schemes ，domain blocks are always 

constrained to be larger(usually twice)than range blocks to 
ens ur e the convergence of the iterative decoding proced ur e， 

wllich means only the self-similarity of different scales is ex- 

ploited ．However，in real nat ur al images，there exists not only 

similarityofdi艉 rent scalebnt alsosim ilarityatthesa~nescale． 

Fo r exam ple，thelefteyeofapersonis very similar totheright； 

they are ofthe saIne size instead ofdifferent size．In order to 

0vercome this drawback．T．Bedford[141 an d Zhao[15】put for- 

ward the idea of same-sized block mapping(SSBM)，in which 
domain blocks  same-sized as range blocks besides twice larger 

童 誊 矗a 童j。 ≤ 
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Fig．4．The number of transputers vs．diameter of 

five topologies 
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Fig．5．(a)Range blocks R，(b)Same-sized domain pool D，(c)Double-siz~<l 
domain pool D 

ones are used．This scheme increases the number of all poten- 

tim domains and the similarity degree between a range and its 

matched domain．1eading to better reconstructed quality． 

As it is shown in Fig．5(n)，an original image is first patti- 
tioned evenly into range blocks R1⋯ RK．Then the whole do． 

main pool is cons tructed，including newly-utilized same-sized 

domain pool D as well as convenl：ional double-sized domain 

pool D ，see Figs．5(b)and 5(c)．with the nearly doubled do． 
main poo1．SSBM acquires better fidelity but requires more 

time on exhaus tive fu11 search，which is about 10 times slower 

than Fisher’s scheme when encoding images of medium size． 

This greatly prohibits its further application． Therefore，in 

order to minimize the number of domains compared with a 

range．we us e a dual-classification technique to improve FIC 

with ssBM．For any N×N block in D(take Dq for example)， 
its mean intens ity AV Et{and class number xij are defined as ． 

N N  

AVEq= 1∑∑ (m，佗) 

Xij=floor(AVEij／INTERVAL) 

(2) 

(3) 

ThenitisclassifiedintooneofX =NUM／INTERAvLclasses． 

where B(m，n)denotes each pixel’s gray-level in Dij，Ⅳ 
and INTERVAL ar e pre-selected parameters、meaning total 

gray-levels(usually 256)and gray-level interval(8 proposed) 
respectively；this avoids reclas sification of same-sized domains  

later．0n the other hand，all elements of D are classified as 

same as the Fisher’SL31 or Hurtgen’s scheme[51．In the former， 

because a square block can be oriented(rotated and flipped) 

in such a way that the average intens ities of its fo1117 quadrants 

are ordered in one of three ways，three major classes are con- 
stituted．In addition，there exist 24 possible orderings of the 

quadrants’variances which define 24 subclasses for each ma,- 

jor class，yielding 72 classes in al1．In Hurtgen’s scheme，an 

image block and its four quad rants’mean intens ities are st 

computed；then each quad rant is assigned a bit which is 1 if 

its mean is above the overall mean and 0 otherwise．In this 

F(isher)，H(urtgen)refer to the classification technique used 
for D ． 

During the encoding，the optimal matched  domain block 

called the domain match mus t be found an d rec orded  for each 

range block．Let’s take R for example．0n the one han d， 

if R has been used less than MAX times in the same-sized 

way(i．e．when encoding previous range blocks Rx⋯ R一1， 
any part of R is contained in saIne-sized domaln matches for 

less than  M AX times，where MAX is a pre-selected  maximum 

number used to ensure convergence and fidehty)，both D and 

D are available．R is first classified into one of X classes， 

and only elements with identical(or near)classification in D 

are compared with R ．After the same-sized domain match is 

found，whether its root meaD．square(rills)call satisfy a pre- 
selected threshold RMS or not determines its usage．Either it 

is recorded by quantizing  an d storing scale fac tor an d domain 

position．orRa is reclassified justas elementsinD ．Tofindthe 

double-sized domain match quickly,only elements with identb 

cal(or near)classification in D are compared with R ．If this 

match is still insufficient on a pre-selected threshold TOL，R 

has to be partitioned  into four  quad ran ts an d encoded recur- 

sively．Otherw ise，the double-sized domain match is recorded 

by quantizing  an d storing symmetry operation，scale fac tor， 

brightness offset and domain position． On the other han d， 

if R has been used MAX times in the sa／ne-sized way,D 

is unava ilable an d the domain match can only be retrieved  

from D ．Ifthis double-sized domain match is insufficient on 

ToL，R has to be partitioned into four quadrants an d en- 

coded recursively． Otherw ise．this match is rec orded． The 

dual-classificat ion technique signitican tly red uces the num ber 

of domain-range comparisons ．Furthermore，without cons ider- 

ation of symmetry operation an d brightness offset in SSBM ．it 

is almost impossible to match a rang e block with a same-sized 

domain block of different class when coding on a low threshold， 

so we can speedup the encoding  step after dual-classification 

with almost no loss in fidelity． 

way,each block is associated with one of 15 possible classes IV．Experimental Results 

rthe 16 class is always empty)．To further characterize the 
blocks ，the varian ces can be used like Fisher’s scheme，obtain- 

ing 360 classes in al1． Accordingly,our scheme is named as 

FX (HX)scheme，where X denotes number of classes in D； 

We demonstrate the FX(HX)scheme on a tree topology 
based M IM D system，us ing four IMS T800 Transputers at a 

processor speed  of 20MHz． As shown in Fig．6，it is an ex- 

#磁  
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our tree topology based M IM D architectur e can be extended 

eas ily by adding chips into the system to meet the need of 

given occasion． 

V．Conclusions 

1．In this paper，sequential approach and parallel process— 

ing are combined together to fur ther speed up the encoding 

phase，thus their ad vantages are exploited simultaneously in 

FIC． 

2．A derivative tree topology is used to construct effective 

processor networks．Due to the small diameter，it is more suit- 

able for our computationally intens ive work than other popular 

topologies． 

3．Via dual-classification technique，considerable speed—up 

is made with almost no loss in fidelity．So our FX(HX1 scheme 
greatly improves FIC with SSBM ． 

4．W ith the highly scalable par allel structur e and improved 

method，our  solution may easily meet the need of given appli— 

cation through network extens ion．It also provides us with an 

economica1 choice． 
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